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Pedestrian & Cycle Implementation Strategy
5.10 AIRPORT GATEWAY

The Airport Gateway is still under design. There are currently insufficient details on the Airport Gateway connection to the SPI to enable resolution of the ATN to the Airport Gateway.

The Airport Gateway will include ATN along the future Airport Gateway link. This will link the SPI with the ATN in and around the:

- Sydney Airport
- Alexandra Canal cycle path (both sides of the canal)
- Existing shared path along the southern side of the Alexandra Canal between Coward Street and the International Terminal
- A safe and connected cycle link across the Cooks River on or adjacent to the Giovanni Brunetti Bridge

As part of the SPI design, there is allowance for future pedestrian / cycle links associated with the Airport Gateway Project which will improve access for pedestrians and cyclists between SPI area and the airport. Figure 5.19 indicates the direction that the Airport Gateway may take.